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'Blow my skirt up is immediate, temporal. The expression informs directty and by default. The
shadow of Marityn in her white dress hovers. She's sexy - [et's cetebrate. Perhaps there is
something atturing about the shadow of masculinity fatting across feminism now.'

Jo Melvin, foreword 'Btow My Skirt Up'

In contemporary London vernacutar, 'Btow my skirt up' identifies the temporary and the joyfut.
The work on show is an outburst of twetve artists, who atl live or work in the city, but who are
atso alt migrants to the metropolis. As wel[ as disparate biographies the artists have vastly
differing interests and ways of working. The show defies any attempt to be shoehorned into a
theme or defined by the 'coltective' of participants. As Metvin notes, the artists 'become like an
open discussion where what happens occurs without first seeking to estabtish an arbitrary
connectivity before the event.'

Here stippage and disjuncture are cetebrated. Shoko Maeda's landscape-portrait photographs
contrasi wiih tfre personal imagery of Gisete Nzolameso. Judith Waring's work investigates the
personal adversity of a tong'distance swim. The abstract painter Annetie Fawke shows work
atongside an enigmatic series of expressionist paintings by Sophy Smith. The third painter,
Bernice Mlson, exhibits both photographs and canvases. Large neo-minimatist cardboard
structures by Susan Forsyth are on show with Sue-Jin Lee's stacked Rubik's Cubes, hatf hidden
inside the gattery watl space. Donna Marris's watt-based installations occupy a space between
both painting and scutpture. Kwang Sung Hong's elegant cottages on paper operate adjacent to
Diana Rodriguez's ephemerat text-ricl'r work. The uttimate conceptuat disappearing act occurs in
the work of Danielte Sachar who, in adopting the rote of instalter of other artists' work, creates a
practice that is at once both highty visibte and unseen.

ln her ctosing remarks Metvin quotes the feminist theorist Lucy Lippard who exhorts us to 'pay
.attention to the art rather than to the superficial framework'.

We can hear Marityn's skirt begin to tift in ghostty agreement.

For images of work please visit: www.chelseafuturespace.orglblowmyskirtup/index.html
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